Abstract-A scalable method for mining graph patterns stable under subsampling is proposed. The existing subsample stability and robustness measures are not antimonotonic according to definitions known so far. We study a broader notion of antimonotonicity for graph patterns, so that measures of subsample stability become antimonotonic. Then we propose gSOFIA for mining the most subsample-stable graph patterns. The experiments on numerous graph datasets show that gSOFIA is very efficient for discovering subsample-stable graph patterns.
I. INTRODUCTION
The idea of mining interesting patterns is at the heart of knowledge discovery. Graph mining faces more serious resource challenges than itemset mining, so interestingness measures allowing for efficient computation of most interesting graph patterns are of big value. In this paper we concentrate on mining interesting closed graph patterns.
As in frequent itemset mining, a number of special pattern types are useful for graph mining [1] . Provably efficient (polynomial-delay) mining of most interesting patterns was shown to be possible for antimonotonic measures, such as support and predicate "to be a minimal generator" [2] , as well as for local antimonotonic measures, where for any pattern p at least one immediate subpattern should have higher measure than p, as in accessible systems [3] .
However, many important interestingness measures are not antimonotonic in any of these senses, among them stability [4] and robustness [5] , which express invariance of a pattern w.r.t. subsampling. As we show below, these measures are closely related to resampling strategies such as bootstrapping. Moreover, these measures are important for justifying mining heuristics based on sampling. In the case of non-(anti)monotonic measures interesting patterns can be selected by postpruning [5] , [6] , [7] . More elaborated approaches allow constructing a measure from (anti-)monotonic primitives [8] by finding a good anti-monotonic relaxation of the measure for the dataset in hand. Non-(anti)monotonic constraints can also be efficiently processed if one finds a good closure operator on the set of patterns [9] , however this is usually a nontrivial task.
A broader class of antimonotonic constraints can be based on projection-antimonotonic measures [10] . This type of anitmonotonicity is defined in terms of projections in pattern structures [11] , which give a convenient formalism for treating closed descriptions of various types [12] . In this paper we propose algorithm gSOFIA inspired by Σοφια [10] . gSOFIA is able to efficiently mine subsample-stable graph patterns based on projection-antimonotonicity. This approach rely on existing state-of-the-art graph mining canonical orders. Our algorithm determines which graphs should be expanded in order to produce new graph patterns with the subsample stability higher than a given threshold. Moreover, gSOFIA can be even faster than producing just frequent graphs w.r.t. the canonical order.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In graph mining a dataset is considered to be a set of graphs G [1] . A unique name, also called transaction identifier (tid), can be attached to any graph form G. We denote the set of tids by T and the set of all possible graphs with labeled vertices and edges by G, i.e. G ⊂ G. G is ordered w.r.t. subgraph isomorphism ≤. Let δ : T → G map graph names to graphs. A graph dataset can be denoted by a pair (T , δ) with G = δ(T ). A tidset of g: t(g) = {t ∈ T | g ≤ δ(t)} is the set of all tids of graphs that are supergraphs of g. The cardinality of t(g) is called support of g. If the support of a graph g is strictly larger than support of any supergraph of g, then g is called a closed graph [13] . Given a tidset t ⊆ T a maximal common subgraph of δ(t) is not always unique. However, it is always possible to define the set of maximal common subgraphs for any t ⊆ T . By pattern space D we denote the set of all possible sets of graphs from G incomparable w.r.t. ≤, elements of D are called graph patterns. Given two graph patterns
defines a partial order on D and the ordered set (D, ) is a semilattice [14] , [15] , i.e., any two graph patterns D 1 , D 2 ∈ D have an infimum in D w.r.t.
. For singletons {g 1 } and {g 2 }, g 1 , g 2 ∈ G, their infimum, denoted by {g 1 } {g 2 }, is the graph pattern consisting of all maximal common subgraphs of g 1 and g 2 . In this case δ(t) maps a graph name to the corresponding singleton.
For a graph pattern the tidset is defined similarly to the tidset of a graph: Fig. 1 . A toy binary dataset.
for tidset T ⊆ T there is always a unique graph pattern corresponding to it:
p.
The infimum D 1 D 2 of two graph patterns is defined as
The operation is idempotent, associative, and commutative on the set of patterns D, i.e., it defines a (lower) semilattice on D. Now a graph pattern structure is a triple (T , (D, ), δ). A closed graph pattern (or graph intent [14] ) is the largest (w.r.t. ) graph pattern among the graph patterns with the same tidset. As shown in [15] a closed graph pattern (graph intent) consists of closed graphs.
III. SUBSAMPLE-STABLE GRAPH PATTERNS
It is desirable to exclude spurious patterns. Stability [4] and robustness [5] measure the degree of spuriousness as stability of a pattern closedness w.r.t. dataset subsampling.
Given
Giving a weight to every subdataset of D, we find the sum of weights of all subdatasets of D where a pattern p ∈ D is closed. Depending on weights, this sum gives us stability or robustness of a closed pattern p. In the case of stability the weights w of all subdatasets D s of D are equal, i.e., Figure 1 Bootstrapping [16] refers to computing the average value of a function on random samples of a given dataset with replacement (so a sample is likely to contain duplicates of transactions). If we remove all duplicate transactions from a dataset a closed pattern remains closed. Accordingly, in any bootstrap sample we can remove all duplicate transactions and obtain a subdataset. Thus, we should assign a weight to this dataset equal to the probability of obtaining subsamples that are mapped to this subdataset. Computing any of these three measures is #P-complete [4] , so to avoid intractability we rely on tractable bounds for all measures.
Example 1. Let us consider the dataset in

A. Tractable Bounds for Subsample Stability
Let us consider closed patterns p, q ∈ D such that p q. Let Δ(p, q) = |t(p) \ t(q)|. This set is not empty since p = q and p and q are closed.
Proposition 1. Stability, robustness, and bootstrap closedness are bounded as follows, :
The proof is similar to the one for stability bounds [17] . These bounds can be computed in polynomial time if the immediate superpatterns are known, so we can use the bounds as proxies to the original measures. The upper bound of stability, robustness, and bootstrapping rank the patterns in the same way as Δ(p) = min 
IV. DESCRIPTION OF ALGORITHM GSOFIA A. The main idea of algorithm Σοφια
We propose an efficient way for computing Δ-stable graph patterns w.r.t. a threshold θ. It is inspired by abstract algorithm Σοφια [10] . The idea of Σοφια is presented here. Later we discuss its instantiation for graphs.
Most of the pattern mining approaches start from small patterns, e.g., graphs with one vertex, etc. Then they iteratively expand smaller patterns to larger ones trying to avoid duplicate generation by using a canonical order.
Let D be a pattern space. At one iteration a pattern
Ancestor function ψ : D → D returns, for a given pattern d, the pattern it was generated from, e.g.,
One function ψ can encode a large class of expansions, e.g. expansion from graphs of size ≤ k to graphs of size ≤ k + 1.
Since pattern mining is an iterative procedure, we have a chain of ancestor functions ψ 1 , ψ 2 , .... Given a pattern d and function ψ, the result of expansion of d is given by the set of preimages of d for ψ, i.e., patternsd such that ψ(d) = d. The set of preimages of all patterns for the first ancestor function is the image for the second ancestor function and so on. For simplicity we agree that every ancestor function is idempotent, i.e., the set of preimages of patterns from the domain is a subset of the domain. Thus, functions ψ i are idempotent and contractive (ψ i (x) x). 
, then any non Δ-stable pattern d can be ignored, since no Δ-stable patterns can be generated from d by ψ. This property is called antimonotonicity w.r.t. the ancestor function ψ. So, the idea of Σοφια is to start from the smallest pattern, e.g., zero-sized graph. This pattern is considered to be Δ-stable. Then, it passes through the chain of ancestor functions. Given a set of found Δ-stable patterns and an ancestor function ψ, it computes the set of preimages for every Δ-stable pattern from the set w.r.t. ψ. Then, it computes Δ-measure for all preimages and if Δ-measure is less than the threshold θ, Σοφια removes this pattern. Otherwise, the preimage is included in the current set of Δ-stable patterns. The formal description of Σοφια can be found in [10] . It was also shown there that Δ-measure is antimonotonic w.r.t. any projection, a special case of ancestor function that is monotone, i.e., (∀x, y ∈ D)x y ⇒ ψ(x) ψ(y).
For dealing with closed graph patterns, any pattern is substituted by its tidset. The tidset is used instead of the pattern in Σοφια. Details can be found in [10] .
B. Naïve Approach for Processing Graphs
A naïve approach is to construct a (huge) binary dataset where every item corresponds to a frequent graph. The tidset of this item is the tidset of the graph. This allows for applying algorithm Σοφια [10] in the following way.
The frequent graphs are canonically ordered and, thus, we name them as p 1 , p 2 , ..., p k . These graphs form a set P . In the corresponding binary dataset D(T , 2 P , δ) we consider the chain of projections ψ 0 < ψ 1 < ψ 2 < ... < ψ k = 1, where
For this chain of projections we run Σοφια. In the pattern space D, the projection is given byψ i (p) = {q ∈ P | q p}.
Proposition 2 ( [15]). Given a graph dataset (T , δ) and frequent graphs
P = {p 1 , . . . , p k }, there is a bijection between • Δ-stable closed graph patterns forψ i ((T , D, δ)); • Δ-stable closed itemsets for ψ i ((T , 2 P , δ)).
C. Algorithm gSOFIA
Let us now present gSOFIA (Algorithm 2). t ←− t(g) 9:
P ←− ExtendProjection(P, 
1) Branch cutting:
It is unfeasible for real datasets to generate the set P of all frequent graphs. Moreover, the frequency threshold is not known. So, we compute the set P i of the first i mined graphs corresponding to ψ i . If we found the Δ-stable graph patterns for ψ i , how do we pass from them to Δ-stable patterns of ψ i+1 (D)? First, since we deal with closed graph patterns, we take the tidset of the next graph t(p i+1 ) and intersect it with the tidsets corresponding to Δ-stable graph patterns from ψ i (D).
Thus, in lines 6-9 of Algorithm 2 we switch to the next projections while there are frequent subgraphs (line 6). The next graph is requested by function GetNextGraph() with a logical parameter discussed later (line 7). Finally it is translated to its tidset (line 8) and every Δ-stable graph pattern is extended to the new projection.
Not all graphs can be found in Δ-stable graph patterns. In particular, if a graph is not found in any Δ-stable graph pattern, then any supergraph cannot be found either. Since most of graph mining canonical orders are instances of either breadthfirst or depth-first order, it is easy to stop expansion of a graph. Thus to go from P i to P i+1 , we search for the next graph in the canonical order (line 7). However, if its supergraphs cannot be included into a Δ-stable pattern we backtrack to another frequent graph in the canonical order.
In particular, a subgraph p can be expanded only if p is contained in a Δ-stable graph pattern of ψ i (D Proof. Indeed, Σοφια is sound and complete [10] . By means of Proposition 2 we can reduce the proof of the proposition to a binary dataset. This binary dataset contains all subgraphs that are included into at least one Δ-stable graph pattern. Since Δ-measure is projection-antimonotonic, then addition of new items (subgraphs) to this binary dataset cannot increase the Δ-measure of Δ-stable graph patterns. Later (Proposition 6) we show that such new subgraphs do not change Δ-measure of Δ-stable graph patterns.
2) Efficient Computation of Δ-measure: Δ-measure is the minimal difference in the size of the tidset of a graph pattern and its immediate closed superpatterns. Thus, if we are able to find the set of all children for a graph pattern d, we can compute Δ-measure for d. So, we maintain the set of all children for Δ-stable graph patterns for any projection.
We can reduce the graph dataset to a binary dataset (Proposition 2). After each iteration there are two types of graph patterns: "old graph patterns" (found in previous iterations) and "new graph patterns" (found in the current iteration). Proof. Δ-stable graph patterns can be found in a binary dataset (Proposition 2). For mining closed itemsets there is only one maximal closed itemset generator for any new closed itemset [18] . Let p be the graph added in projection ψ i+1 w.r.t.
A new Δ-stable graph pattern is a child for the old one. Thus, the set of immediate children of the old one should be updated with the generated new graph pattern (line 27). Now we can update Δ-measure for the old Δ-stable graph pattern (line 25). Let us show how to compute the set of immediate descendant graph patterns for a new Δ-stable graph pattern. The proof is based on [18] and Proposition 2. Thus, for any Δ-stable graph pattern we maintain the set of immediate closed superpatterns. If a new graph pattern is generated, we intersect the tidsets of all immediate closed children of the maximal graph pattern generator with the tidset of the newly added frequent graph (lines 34-39). The resulting set of tidsets is a superset (filtered in line 40) of immediate closed children of the new graph pattern. Now it is easy to find Δ-measure for the new graph pattern. Figure 1 and the projection chain Proof. Let us assume that there is a Δ-stable graph pattern d, a graph g that is neither contained in any Δ-stable graph pattern nor in an immediate supergraph of it, and g generates a new child of d. Since in the canonical order we go from small graphs to large graphs, then before finding a graph g we should find a graph g Δ that is included in a Δ-stable graph pattern and an immediate supergraph of g Δ , denoted by g nΔ , which is not contained in a Δ-stable graph pattern. Then, the pattern with t(d) ∩ t(g nΔ ) has already been generated. It corresponds to a more specific graph pattern than d, and thus is already a child of d, i.e., g cannot generate a new child of d. 
Example 5. Consider the example in
ψ 2 ≤ ψ 3 ≤ ψ 6 = 1 (recall that ψ k (X) = X \ {i k+1 , · · · , i 6 }). Let θ = 2.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We used Intel(R) Pentium(R) CPU G2120 @ 3.10GHz with 4GB of RAM under XUbuntu 14.04 for evaluation. The canonical orders of Gaston [19] 1 and gSpan [20] 2 are used. gSOFIA is implemented in the framework of FCAPS 3 . Here we focus on computational efficiency of gSOFIA, since the importance of Δ-stable patterns is already highlighted [6] , [21] . We see three options to evaluate the performance of gSOFIA. First, we can compare the runtime of gSOFIA with the runtime of frequent graph mining in the corresponding canonical order. This allows us to study the efficiency of branch-cutting in gSOFIA. Second we can compare runtime of gSOFIA and Σοφια for binary attributes, thus we encode a dataset as a huge binary dataset and run Σοφια. And third, we can process the equivalent binary dataset with an algorithm constructing the whole set of frequent closed itemsets. Since we need to know all children for any graph pattern to compute Δ-measure, we rely on very efficient algorithm Charm-L [22] 4 . We performed experiments on datasets of various sizes. The summary of the datasets is given in Table I . For example, the first row of the table describes a dataset from PTC challenge. It contains 417 molecular graphs with 25.6 vertices and 26.0 edges on average.
Results and Discussion: In the first series of experiments we run gSOFIA and its competitors on all datasets. The support threshold is set to 7% since it allows one to run gSpan and Gaston on all datasets. The computation results are given in Table II . For example, in PTC dataset there are only 2850 graph patterns with frequency larger than 7%. The computation of gSOFIA takes from 0.1 to 4.2 seconds depending on the canonical order and the number (K) of stored Δ-stable patterns. The computation of frequent graphs by gSpan and Gaston takes 1.7 seconds and 0.2 seconds, respectively. The computation of Σοφια takes from 0.1 to 0.7 for K ∈ {10, 1000}. Pure Charm-L takes 1.6 seconds.
First, in mining Δ-stable patterns Charm-L is an outsider. Moreover, it was not able to finish computation within 10 hours in 6 experiments. It was outperformed by both gSOFIA and Σοφια. It is not surprising, since Charm-L uses no optimization regarding the search of Δ-stable patterns. For the next experiment we do not report on Charm-L. Among the implementations of frequent graph mining algorithms Gaston is faster than gSpan. So, we compare the runtime of gSOFIA based on Gaston with that of Gaston alone and not with that of gSpan. Note that we should add the time of Gaston or gSpan to the time of Σοφια and Charm-L since the latter rely on the output of the former.
Σοφια was not able to terminate on PDB dataset, since it run out of memory. gSOFIA does not require to fit any context into the memory, so it can process this dataset. By contrast, Σοφια is more efficient for high frequency thresholds. We vary the frequency threshold in the next experiment.
In Table III the runtime is shown w.r.t. the support threshold. We report ERR in the table, when the corresponding procedure cannot terminate. In the case of Σοφια it cannot fit large contexts to the memory. In the case of gSOFIA and Gaston the latter tries to allocate too much memory. If the error appears we do not run the more complex experiments. If an error for Σοφια appeared then we do not run Gaston either, since it cannot compute the graph patterns. Here we set K = 10. We give runtime for gSOFIA with the canonical order of Gaston, since it is faster. We also report time for extracting frequent graphs and processing the result with Σοφια. We can see that for most of the datasets the runtime for gSOFIA is quite stable and a small growth is explained by the fact that more and more irrelevant graphs are passed from the canonical order, and they are rejected immediately. In contrast to gSOFIA, Gaston is obliged to find all frequent graphs, so the time grows exponentially. The number of graphs is also increasing and Σοφια slows down.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed an efficient algorithm for finding subsample-stable graph patterns. For numerous benchmarks the algorithm was shown to be faster than the existing ones, as well as faster than frequent graph mining algorithms based on the same canonical orders. 
